St John Fisher Church - Parking for mobility scooters - Feasibility study
Executive summary
a. With parishioners living longer and therefore older, the use of pavement scooters is set to
increase
b. We have a moral and legal duty to consider the accessibility of the premises for them.
c. This document considers the feasibility of providing dedicated parking for such scooters.
d. None of the various options considered for dedicated parking for pavement scooters are
without problem.
e. Before any action, consult the scooter riders and other interested parties.
f. A preferred option is offered
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The need
More people are using mobility scooters (see appendix 1 for
classification) in the Borough. Already some are seen at the
Church. This study does not consider powered wheelchairs, whose
users are usually totally dependent on them and they need to be
seated in them in the Church. Users of mobility scooters are not
people unable to walk at all, so there is no imperative that their
scooters need to be brought into the Church. They are modest in
size but obviously it is better if they can be left under cover while
the users attend Mass etc. One has been frequently parked in the
narthex during 11:00 Mass and has not caused any major problem;
however there isn’t room for a second, or for a third.
We provide parking for cars, so this study examines the possibility
of providing designated space for these scooters.

Factors to be considered
This report considers some of the factors affecting feasibility.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Can cover be provided?
Would it mean a significant walk to the Church (or the Hall)?
Would the users perceive it as safe?
How would it affect the remainder of the congregation, particularly regarding car parking?

Possible solutions examined
Seven possible solutions are examined and considered, marked
1 to 7 on the accompanying plan of the site and illustrated
alongside the descriptive text.
Appendices 1 and 2 give some background information while
appendix 3 shows the same six locations at 09:50 on Sunday
11h September.

1 The passage between the Church and the hall.

At first attractive. Scooters could be parked alongside the Hall and
there would be space for others to pass along. Feasibly the space could
be roofed, though with loss of light to the sacristy. There would be the
loss of one official car-parking space (see car in photograph) and one
unofficial (since cars are often ‘double parked’) to ensure scooter
access.
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However this space is the obvious egress from the emergency doors from the Church and from the
Hall. Scooters parked there might be a greater obstruction than the cars parked at the end currently
are.

2 Alongside the ‘east’ wall of the presbytery garden.
The picture shows a car parked alongside the marked bay.
This space could be marked for two scooters. Providing a
cover would be difficult but support could be taken from
the garage at the end and a post in the presbytery garden.
Putting the scooters next to the wall in a narrower space
with a car alongside would prevent access to the thenrearmost scooter.

3 Behind the tower
There is space to provide a small scooter park with
hard access. The bicycle rack would need to be
redesigned to facilitate access (there is already a
need to modify it to accommodate wider bicycle
wheels). Cover could be provided supported on
the north aisle wall and the east tower one but
lighting to one or more of the stations windows
and repository ones would be obstructed.
A scooter parked there would be entirely hidden
from view; not easy prey to an opportunistic thief
walking down the road but equally very vulnerable if anyone did come upon it. Although most of
the ground is level there is a steep bank down toward the neighbours fence and, for safety, this
would need to be eliminated by a small retaining wall, filling and a railing
Creating a scooter park here would also preclude its later development as a quiet corner of
remembrance for those who are buried far away or whose ashes need a resting place.

4 Under the two fir trees at the start of the car parking.
Typically there are ‘official’ (i.e. marked) car-parking bays and
‘unofficial’ ones (parking where the official bays are full). A car
parking unofficially under the trees can overhang the entrance
and cause difficulty; also it is quite difficult to manoeuvre into
the space. Mobility scooters are much smaller than cars and it
seems that one, or even two, spaces for them could be marked
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out under the trees where there is not currently a car parking space.
When a scooter is parked in such a space a car would have to drive round and reverse into the first
car space. This area is furthest from the Church door of all the sites considered and would involve
the scooter rider walking across the car-park; a process which might seem to them to be a long and
daunting process. There is little option for providing any cover (other than the natural cover from
the trees) and some lower branches would have to be removed to guarantee reasonable headroom.

5 Outside the hall door.
Looking at this picture someone may have pointed the way. It
should be possible to accommodate four scooter bays (two in-line
each side of the door) and a high and wide canopy could be an
enhancement to the hall anyway. This location might present a
hazard in the event of a rapid evacuation of the hall, and although
they are not marked could eliminate one or two unofficial parking
spaces.

6 Modify one of the existing car-parking spaces
A typical car parking space is 8 ft x 16 ft. This could easily provide 4
scooter spaces 8 ft x 4 ft. The particular space in this picture is less
likely to be blocked by a un-officially parked car and the scooters, at
right angles to the hedge would always be accessible. Providing
cover, in the form of a free-standing, open-fronted shed, would be
feasible, though care would be needed to allow maintenance access
at the side of the Church.

7 Use land at the rear between the Church and the Hall
There appear to be two or three possibilities
here. A lean-to against the transept wall
(approximately where the black material is
stored); against the side wall of the Hall under
the window just visible in the picture; a freestanding open-fronted shed against the rear
fence would allow good visibility but require the
removal of an elder bush. These are progressively further from the front of the Church and Hall but,
if access via the two fire doors could be arranged that problem could be overcome. . The effect on
car parking would be the same as option 1. Probably the best of those three options would be the
first, and a decent structure could be provided.
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Discussion and Conclusion
During the preparation of this brief study it became apparent that the scooter riders themselves
should have an opportunity to express their views, and possibly so should the car drivers! The riders
may already be voting by their actions.
The need is not yet critical; but will become chronic.
The scooters themselves may pose risks but the author has not investigated them in depth; the
following is offered as an uninformed opinion. The battery is probably of the lead-acid type but
probably in a non-spill version so acid risk from overturning is minimal. There is minimal risk of selfcombustion, and no significant fuel source on board. In the event of any emergency evacuation of a
building their presence may obstruct passageways. In the event of fire the combustible parts could
increase smoke density.
None of the solutions considered are ideal and all would interfere, to some extent, with the present
car-parking situation. From the point of view of the rest of the congregation sites 4 and 5 (under the
trees and by the hall door) are probably preferable. Sites 1 and 3 (the passageway and the tower)
are the most easily covered and give the best prospect of later expansion when it’s needed. Site 2
(east garden wall) is close to the Church door and to the hall door (for people visiting the hall) might
be coverable and shouldn’t cause too much disruption to the present car parking; if more spaces are
needed in the future one of the other options could be developed. Site 6 (replacing a parking space
near the tower) seems to be the best way forward at the moment as hand-rails could be provided
for a useful proportion of the walk to the Church door. Site 7 makes good use of vacant land but
nevertheless interferes with car parking and would only work if access via the fire-doors could be
arranged.
Although not part of this study, it’s apparent that some improvement is needed to the bicycle
parking facility and at sites 6 and 7 this could be incorporated in works for the scooters.
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Appendix 1 (Legal definitions)
The law defines three classes of Invalid Carriages.
Class 1 carriages are manual wheelchairs.
Class 2 are mobility scooters designed to be used in pedestrian areas and also motorised
wheelchairs. These two sub-groups, although seen in law as equivalent probably warrant very
different treatment in terms of access to public buildings.
Class 3 are slightly larger, heavier and more powerful mobility scooters, designed and permitted to
be used on the road as well as the pavement.

Appendix 2 (Background information)
Information is hard to come by. The basis of any action is the equalities Act.
A paper from Essex (www.gov.uk/Environment planning/Transport planning/.../Parking_Standards_
2009.pdf) recommends 3 ‘Blue Badge’ spaces for parks of our size (10 to 50 spaces)
A guide used at Oxford University (www.ox.ac.uk/sites/files/field/field_document/Mobility Scooter
Storage Fact Sheet.pdf) includes the following information:
“Scooters cannot be left out in the rain, as this can cause them to stop working.”
“Scooters should be stored at a reasonable distance from where the individual will need to access
the building. If it is not possible to leave the scooter inside the building … an area must be found
that does not mean the individual walking any distance … before they reach the building”. Note that
this implies that there is no over-riding reason why scooters should not be in buildings.
“… the average scooter will need storage space of around 5 feet in length, 3 feet in width and 4 feet
in height …” Obviously more height would be needed for the dismounting scooter rider.
A Church is in planning class D1 (SI 1987 No 764)
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Appendix 3 (Sunday car parking 11th September 2016 at about 9:50)
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